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Magazine ID

‘‘

First published: 1988. Frequency: Monthly
Contents: Architecture, Interior Decoration, Design.
Target Group: Adults 25-54 (Primary group), ABC1 s/e class.

Contact
Synthesis Magazine
Head office: 1 Dioghenous str, 2404 Engomi
Mailing address: P.O. Box 21094, 1501 Nicosia, Cyprus
Tel. 22744000, email: synthesis@phileleftheros.com

Advertising
Μaria Kakouli
mkakoulli@phileleftheros.com
Τel: 22744458, Fax: 22590470

Whatever happens in the world of
architecture, interior decoration
and design features in the pages of
SYNTHESIS. Impressive spaces and
creations, people who determine the
aesthetic world here and abroad, are
presented in every issue in a carefully
prepared publication produced by an
experienced team of journalists and
special associates. Another regular
feature in the magazine is a market
guide which focuses on a different part
of the house each time – the living
room, the dining room, bedrooms,
kitchen, bathrooms, the garden – so
that readers can make their own
choice based on their needs, taste and
budget. First published in 1988, it has
built up a loyal, demanding readership
which has been following it every
month now for the past 25 years.
With a high circulation and readership
and a large number of subscribers,
SYNTHESIS tops readers’ preference
with 50% or one in two of those who
read architecture and interior design
magazines in Cyprus. Also distributed
with SYNTHESIS during the year
are specialised supplements with
dedicated features.

Maria Stylianou
maria.stylianou@phileleftheros.com
Τel: 22744471 Fax: 22590470

SYNTHESIS circulates every two months
with Phileleftheros’ Saturday issue – the
leading newspaper in both readership and
circulation figures- at a special price and is
later available at the newsstands.
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PRICE LIST
ADVERTISEMENT

PRICE (€)

Full page 4 colour Category Α (right up to page 51)

1,250.00

Full page 4 colour Category Α

Special positions
Selection of a special
page or spot carries a
15% surcharge on the
price and is available
if possible and at
the discretion of the
publication.

(right up from page 51 up to presentation of homes)

1,125.00

Front page		

1,300.00

Inside front cover and front page

2,150.00

Spread Α 		

1,900.00

Spread B 		

1,850.00

Spread C 		

1,800.00

Spread D 		

1,750.00

Double page		

1,700.00

Half double page		

1,125.00

Half page		

650.00

Διαφ

Size
21x28 cm for full
page and 42x28
cm for double
page (both with
5 mm bleed).

COVERS

PRICE (€)

Inside front cover

1,300.00

Inside back cover

1,125.00

Back cover

2,150.00

Διαφημιστ
VAT is not included
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With a high circulation and readership and a large number
of subscribers, SYNTHESIS is first by far among
architectural and interior decoration magazines in Cyprus.

